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Add Layers to instantly swap 
between different store setups

With Layers, you can:
Swap products within 
your store layout
Swap versions of products 
and packaging to test 
different designs
Reset a store to its 
original layout without 
having to reload the 
entire store

Layers
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Updated to support the  
latest version of the 
PSA file format

If GS1 images are available, 
Store Visualizer can 
automatically generate 
models for cartons or boxes

Updated Planogram Import

All models on this shelf automatically 
created and placed using only GS1 images!
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Evaluate components of a single 
product/package

What components of a package do 
consumers see first? Second? Third?
How quickly can consumers find 
information?
How long do they spend on different 
parts of the package?
How easy is it to find and read critical 
content, like warnings and allergy 
information?

Uses eye tracking data from Consumer Insights, 
a separate subscription

Consumer Insights on individual products
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What is a Category?
Using product metadata, manually 
or automatically generate any 
number of “Categories” for 
visualization and analysis
Categories can be based on ANY 
metadata available: product type, 
price, manufacturer, etc.
Can be used standalone but 
especially useful for Consumer 
Insights

Part of Store Visualizer Prime Edition (Prime 
license or subscription required)

Category Management
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Visualize categories, in 3D, 
per shelf or per product
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Visualize ranges, per shelf or per product: 
for example, by price
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Visualize and automatically annotate a floor plan…
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Combining Category Management with Consumer Insights*

*Consumer Insights is an add-on subscription to Store Visualizer
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Combined with Consumer Insights, view 
consumer exposure and purchasing behavior
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Create and analyze statistics 
combining Categories with 

Consumer Insights: for example, 
shopper visits by brand
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Analyze the time spent by 
shoppers in each category…
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Understand how shoppers enter and navigate the store
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Analyze where shoppers 
spend the most time
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Visibility maps highlight locations 
from which products can be seen




